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Preparation 
IS IT TOO OBVIOUS TO MENTION? 
Mid January at the latest, check that AJP-3 starts up correctly, showing ‘issue 39’. If you like, type something in the 
‘Title’ box and click Save to see it appear in the ‘Entry List’, then use the ‘Delete’ button to remove it. There should 
be no problem, but two days before the deadline, when you go to enter your walks, is not the best time to find it 
does not work.  
Are you sure you have an up to date version of the Leader File? The date and time you downloaded the current file 
is shown at the top of the Leaders Import window. Some groups have more than one person registered to edit the 
GWEM, so if you even suspect that changes have been made at Ramblers – download a new file. Keeping to the 
letter of GDPR you need to have permission to publish leaders’ details (phone numbers and email addresses).  It 
also probably means deleting lapsed leaders from Ramblers database – a good idea in any case. 
 
 
It’s six months since you last used AJP-3,  
BUT AFTER ENTERING A COUPLE OF WALKS IT SHOULD START TO FEEL FAMILIAR AGAIN. 
 
WORK YOUR OWN WAY. 
As soon as you enter anything in the ‘Form’ the ‘Save’ and ‘Cancel’ buttons light up and the ‘Entry List’ (right of 
screen) is disabled. 
You can save a Walk or Event with only a title and a date to provide a skeleton programme, then go back later to fill 
in details, as and when you get them. Or you can fill in all details for each entry in turn, from first to last. 
Select any entry in the ‘Entry List’ to see the entered details in the ‘Form’, make changes or additions and save again. 
You can only navigate the ‘Entry List’ while the ‘Save’ and ‘Cancel’ buttons are hidden. 
 
A few things you may need to refresh your memory about. 
 
Use the ‘Tab’ key on your keyboard to move to the next entry box. ‘Shift + Tab’ will take you back a box.  
You can paste text into all boxes. Some boxes allow ‘Drag & Drop’.  
Leaders’ details cannot be entered directly in boxes. Use the button or menu item. 
 

You can safely ignore this . .  . . I’m assuming you already do and it won’t appear in the next 
version. 
 
 THE ‘DEPART BOXES’ 

           
There can be walks where everyone meets at the Start Point so you have nothing to put in these boxes. To prevent 
them being reported as “empty” and getting in the way of saving the final files, you can click on ‘EXCLUDE Depart’. 
The operation is reversible. The button is in an odd position at the bottom of the ‘Form’ because the ‘Form’ is laid 
out on a grid and this feature is an addition to the original design. The re-design of this grid (without changing the 
general layout) is one of the improvements in the next generation of the software. 
 
MAP NUMBER AND GRID REFERENCE 

 
These boxes are in this order because it is how they are shown in the Walks Diary. If your leader has supplied a GR 
but no map no. you can enter the grid ref then click on ‘OS Map No’. It is a link to a web site that will list the maps on 
which the GR appears. Landranger maps are preferred as being most likely to be accessible to walkers. Until now you 
have also been able to click on ‘check GR’, which took you to a map displaying the location of the grid ref. I say, until 
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now, because I forgot about it when I closed down my personal website on 23rd of November – that was where the 
map was located – OOPS. Strangely I can still access it via this button (7th December), but I don’t expect that to last. I 
am in the process of gaining access to a much better map, that would be available through the area website, for the 
next version of the software. The ‘Post Code’ link takes you to a site displaying the nearest (in a straight line) post 
code to the grid ref. USE WITH CAUTION. Half a mile across the heather from a farm yard to the car park can be an 
eight miles circular route by road. That is an actual instance in Fife. 
 
THE NOTES ROW 

       
The Dog and Child Notes appear in the Walks Diary and online. The Car, Push Chair and Wheelchair notes only apply 
to online entries. For these three the default is “No Note” – nothing is shown. Every time you start a new entry they 
will revert to “No Note”. The default for the dog and child notes is also “No Note”, however you can change that. If 
you click on ‘Open Settings Panel’ (bottom centre) you can then choose your own preference. That will then be what 
shows every time you start a new entry. It can still be changed for individual entries.  
 
THE MENU STRIP 

  
‘Screen’ simply returns the window to the original condition of filling the screen. So unless you have altered the way 
the window is displayed it will seem to do nothing. 
‘Font’  allows you to fine tune the way the application appears on your screen. If you change it the application needs 
to close in order to change the setting. Thereafter the setting is remembered every time you start AJP-3. 
‘Leaders’ has two sub items – ‘Select’ which duplicates the action of the ‘Select Leader’ button and shows your list of 
leaders. ‘Import’ which opens the ‘Import Leaders’ window when you need to download a new ‘Leader File’. 
‘Programme’ currently has one choice – ‘Preview’. Click this to preview your programme and/or save the final files 
that you send to the Walks Diary compiler. This part of the application sometimes confuses new users. It is also 
where empty (mandatory) boxes are detected and presented for correction if required. The next version will 
separate the ‘Preview’ from the ‘Final Save’ and also allow an ‘Empty Box Check’ without leaving the ‘Form’. It will 
still check before allowing the ‘Final Save’. 
‘XHelpX’ or ‘More Help’ Usually ‘XHelpX’ which indicates it is disabled. When you enter certain boxes it changes to 
‘More Help’ and can be clicked to give a fuller explanation than is shown in the central panel. 
‘About’ is just information about the application. You would only look at it if I asked you for the version number that 
you have installed. 
‘Backup’ Allows you to make a copy of the ‘Working Files’. It has happened once that a WPC’s computer crashed 
when entries were almost complete and with no back up the work had to be done over. Insert a USB drive and then 
click on ‘Backup to USB Drive’. When the ‘Folder browser’ opens select the USB drive and click ‘OK’. You can create a 
folder or use an existing one on the drive if you want. Backup files are small and saved as the entire folder of 
‘Working Files’.  The name of the folder includes the AJP issue number and the date and time it was saved. 

 
This process will be simplified in the next version, with the Backup file being saved to any attached USB drive when 
the application closes.  


